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Abstract—Fog-cloud computing promises many new vertical
service areas beyond simple data communication, storing, and
processing. Among them, distributed deep learning (DDL) across
fog-cloud computing environment is one of the most popular
applications due to its high efficiency and scalability. Compared
with the centralized deep learning, DDL can provide better
privacy protection with training only on sharing parameters.
Nevertheless, when DDL meets fog-cloud computing, it still faces
two major security challenges: 1) how to protect users’ pri-
vacy from being leaked to other internal participants in the
training process and 2) how to guarantee users’ identities from
being forged by external adversaries. To combat them, sev-
eral approaches have been proposed via various technologies.
Nevertheless, those approaches suffer from drawbacks in terms
of security, efficiency, and functionality, and cannot guaran-
tee the legitimacy of participants’ identities during training. In
this article, we propose a secure and privacy-preserving DDL
(SPDDL) for fog-cloud computing. Compared with the state-of-
the-art works, our proposal achieves a better tradeoff between
security, efficiency, and functionality. In addition, our SPDDL can
guarantee the unforgeability of users’ identities against external
adversaries. Extensive experimental results indicate the practical
feasibility and high efficiency of our SPDDL.

Index Terms—Distributed deep learning (DDL), fog-cloud
computing, identity verification, privacy preserving.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FOG-CLOUD computing is envisioned as a preferable
complement of single-cloud computing [1], [2]. For sup-

plying Internet-of-Things (IoT) services with high scalability
and low latency, fog-cloud computing deploys a part of pro-
cessing and storage to fog nodes, which are closer to “things.”
Based on the decentralized computing architecture, distributed
deep learning (DDL) has been properly applied in IoT and
supplied with diverse scenarios, such as autonomous vehicles
[3], [4], smart grid [5], [6], e-health [7], [8], etc. For exam-
ple, the DDL-based vehicle system can timely and precisely
make complex driving decisions by deploying the unified neu-
ral networks to base stations (fog nodes) and the cloud server.
Besides, a DDL-based smart grid can achieve electricity billing
and fault detection with higher efficiency. Assuredly, DDL has
obtained remarkable achievements in IoT and is expanding the
application scenarios of IoT.

Tracing back to 2016, Google company formalized the
concept of DDL (also called federated learning) for address-
ing the issue of data privacy with a distributed learning
model. With the novel framework, DDL can achieve train-
ing model only by exchanging parameters between the cloud
server and users, rather than the raw data. Despite this, DDL
still has some intrinsic security issues, which may prevent
the application of DDL in fog-cloud computing. State-of-
the-art research [9] has demonstrated that in the DDL-based
framework, the user’s private information may be leaked
to other internal participants through even a small partition
of leaked parameters. For addressing this problem, many
researches have been carried out, which are mainly based
on differential privacy (DP) and encryption technology. The
main idea of DP-based DDL is to add noise (Laplace or
Gaussian noises) [10], [11] to the exchanged parameters for
concealing the real information while achieving the secure
aggregation for obtaining the global weights of the neural
networks. Encryption technologies fall into two main cate-
gories: 1) secure multiparty computation (SMC) and 2) homo-
morphic encryption (HE). The SMC-based DDL [12], [13]
aims to create approaches for users to jointly calculate a
summation of their gradients while keeping data privacy
through Yao’s garbled circuit (GC) [14] or secret key sharing
(such as the Shamir secret sharing (SS) [15]). Additionally,
HE-based DDL [11], [13] utilizes fully HE (FHE) or
additive HE (AHE) to construct the privacy-preserving
protocol.
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Nevertheless, current methods still face some challenges in
security, efficiency, and functionality. First, although DP-based
schemes can operate with high efficiency and low consump-
tion, they must balance accuracy and privacy [16]. Second,
SMC-based methods can guarantee security and provide more
functionalities, however, multiple rounds of interaction lead
to large communication overhead, which is a serious chal-
lenge for the resource-constrained devices in IoT. Third,
FHE-based frameworks can simultaneously support addition
and multiplication operations, however, the unacceptably huge
consumptions of storage and computation make it unfeasible
for practical applications. Recent solutions based on additive
HE seem more efficient than FHE and SMC-based ones, never-
theless, utilizing a unified private key for all the users is unable
to defend against the collusion, in which internal participants
(some curious users and the cloud server) may collude with
each other for obtaining other users’ privacy. Meanwhile, they
cannot be robust for users dropping out, which will cause the
training process to restart and consume many more resources.
Beyond the issues above, in the practical IoT environment,
some external adversaries may forge the legitimate users’ iden-
tities [17] to corrupt the DDL-based framework. Unfortunately,
existing solutions have no consideration of any authentication
mechanism to guarantee the unforgeability of users’ identities
during training.

In this article, we propose a secure and privacy-preserving
DDL (SPDDL) for fog-cloud computing, where the threshold
Paillier encryption [18] is utilized for encrypting the local gra-
dients and a threshold signature [19] is applied to verify the
users’ identities. We demonstrate that our proposal achieves a
preferable tradeoff between security, efficiency, and function-
ality than current works. Focusing on security, our scheme
holds threshold encryption property and does not need to bal-
ance accuracy and privacy, both of which make our scheme
more secure than AHE-based methods [20], [21] and DP-
based methods [22]–[25]. Meanwhile, our scheme performs
with higher accuracy than DP-based methods. As the same
functionalities as the SMC-based method [12] can provide,
our SPDDL supplies privacy protection against the collusion
between multiple internal participants and robustness to users
exiting during the training procedure. Note that less exchanges
between participants and the optimal encryption mechanism
allow our SPDDL to perform with much less communica-
tion and computation overhead. In addition, an authentication
scheme is conducted to defend against external adversaries
from forging users’ identities, which supplies our SPDDL with
a higher security level.

Compared with the previous conference version [26], we
have improved the security level of our scheme, where we
utilize a zero-knowledge proof-based signature scheme to
verify the users’ identities. Besides, we have applied our
proposed SPDDL into fog-cloud computing. Additionally, a
more detailed analysis of security and a more comprehen-
sive evaluation of performance have been presented in this
version. Specifically, the contributions of this article can be
summarized as follows.

1) Identity Verification: A zero-knowledge proof-
based threshold signature is utilized to construct

the authentication scheme, which can ensure the
unforgeablity of users’ identities against the adaptive-
chosen-message attack, and prohibit external adversaries
from compromising our system for malicious attacks.

2) Privacy Preservation: A public-key system is built up
based on the threshold Paillier encryption. With the mul-
tikey framework, each user’s data privacy is guaranteed
from being deduced by the cloud server or other users
while working with low overhead of key management.

3) Resistance Against Collusion: SPDDL can tolerate the
collusion among a certain amount of internal par-
ticipants, including users and the cloud server while
guaranteeing users’ private information from leakage.

4) Robustness for Users Dropping out: A robust privacy-
preserving protocol is designed for supporting users
exiting in any phase of the training procedure, which
can avoid redundant repetitions of the training pro-
cess, for alleviating the communication and computation
overhead.

5) Provable Security and High Performance:
Comprehensive security analysis is provided for
demonstrating the unforgeability of each user’s identity
against external adversaries, as well as the security
against internal participants. Besides, purposeful simu-
lations are operated in extensive experiments to prove
SPDDL with preferable feasibility, efficiency, and
security.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
state our research problem in Section II, and review some
encryption primitives in Section III. In Section IV, we per-
form a detailed introduction to our scheme. Then, we achieve
a comprehensive security analysis and analyze performance
evaluation, respectively, in Sections V and VI. Next, we dis-
cuss related works in Section VII. Finally, in Section VIII, we
draw our conclusions.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we first review the DDL. Then, we outline
an overview of our system. Finally, we introduce the threat
model as well as our goals.

A. Distributed Deep Learning

1) Neural Network: In general, SPDDL can be applied to
any type of neural network. For simplicity, we take the fully
connected neural network (FCNN) as an example to introduce
the concept of neural networks. As shown in Fig. 1, this model
acts as a bottom-up pipeline, which is constituted by the input
layer, hidden layer, and output layer. Meanwhile, adjacent two
layers are connected by the vector of weights. We can define
this model as a function: F(X, W) =˜Y (X: input vector, W:
weight, and ˜Y: output vector). Given a training data set D =
{X, Y}, the loss function could be defined as L(Y,˜Y) = ||Y −
˜Y||2. For achieving the model training, we should minimize
L(Y,˜Y) to obtain the optimal parameter of weight W. This
nonlinear optimization problem can be addressed by minibatch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [11], [27], [28].
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Fig. 1. Fully connected neural network.

2) Stochastic Gradient Descent: The entire data set consists
of N pairs of training data, which can be defined as DN =
{Di = (Xi, Yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. In the jth iteration, some
data pairs of (Xi, Yi) will be randomly chosen from DN to
constitute the minibatch Dj ∈ DN for training the model. Then,
the loss function is defined as follows:

LF
(

Dj, Wj
) = 1

|Dj|
∑

(Xi,Yi)∈Dj

LF
(

Xi, Yi, Wj
)

where LF(Xi, Yi, Wj) = L(Yi, F(Xi, Wj))=||Yi−˜Yi||2, and |Dj|
denotes the number of training pairs in Dj.

Then, for obtaining the optimal training model, the param-
eter of weight W will be adjusted as follows:

Wj+1 ← Wj − β∇LF(Dj, Wj)

where β denotes the learning rate, ∇ denotes the partial deriva-
tive of LF with respect to Wj based on the data set Dj, Wj

denotes the current weight, and Wj+1 denotes the updated
weight. The neural network performs the above-mentioned
parameter updates iteratively until the preconvergence condi-
tions are satisfied.

B. System Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, there are four entities in our applica-
tion scenario, i.e., perceptual devices, fog nodes (considered
as users), the cloud server, and trusted authority (TA). In
brief, perceptual devices upload real-time information, while
the cloud server cooperates with fog nodes to construct the
fog-cloud computing structure, which makes complex deci-
sions [29] and issues control instructions to perceptual devices.
We specifically describe three entities applied in our scheme
as follows.

1) TA: TA initializes our framework, generating public
parameters and a public key, as well as some private
keys. Besides, it broadcasts public parameters and the
public key to both of users and the cloud server, while,
respectively, sending each unique private key to each
user through the secure tunnel based on the transport
layer security (TLS) protocol [30].

2) Users: Users cooperate with the cloud server to exe-
cute the privacy-preserving training process, where they
calculate local gradients with the data sent by per-
ceptual devices and achieve the encryption of local

Fig. 2. System overview.

gradients for further secure aggregation in the cloud
server. Additionally, for verifying each user’s identity,
each user signs their local gradients and uploads the
signatures.

3) Cloud Server: The cloud server aggregates these
encrypted gradients, achieves the decryption for obtain-
ing a summation of these gradients, and calculates
the global parameters of weights. Besides, it executes
the authentication for each user through verifying each
user’s signatures.

C. Threat Model and Goals

In our scenario, users and the cloud server are considered
as two honest-but-curious entities [31], which means that both
of them will strictly execute the protocol, but some curi-
ous ones of them may intend to infer other ones’ private
information. Besides, there exist some external adversaries
trying to attack the system through forging users’ identities
to deceive the system, and they are considered impossible to
access our system if they cannot obtain the legal identities.
Additionally, we assume the TA is totally honest. That means
it will strictly follow the scheme with no intention to collude
with any other participants. Furthermore, a certain amount of
internal participants (including users and the cloud server) are
permitted to obtain the most offensive capabilities by colluding
with each other.

The goals of our SPDDL are to protect users’ private gradi-
ent information, even if multiple internal participants collude
with each other, guarantee each user’s identity unforgeable,
and keep robustness to users’ failure at any phase of the
training procedure.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES

In this section, we review the encryption scheme [18], which
constructs our privacy-preserving protocol, and the signature
scheme [19], which conducts our authentication framework.
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A. Threshold Paillier Encryption

Although there are many encryption technologies, we utilize
the (K, T)-threshold Paillier encryption [18] in our scheme
because it has not only the additive homomorphic property
but also the (K, T)-threshold property, both of which allow us
to achieve the secure aggregation on users’ plaintexts.

In this asymmetric cryptosystem, each user holds a unified
public key Puk while the private key will be divided to K
keys denoted as (S1, S2, . . . , Sk), which are distributed to K
users. With the public key Puk, each user’s plaintext could be
encrypted, but only the collaboration of at least T users can
achieve the decryption. Considering there are K users and the
ith user Ui holds a public key Puk and a private key Si, we
introduce the scheme in detail.

1) Key Generation: The public key is Puk = n, where
n = pq (n is a large positive integer, and p and q are two
primes). For acquiring a private key Si, we first randomly
choose xj (for 0 < j < T) from {0 , . . . , n ∗ n′ − 1},
where n′ = p′q′, and p′ and q′ are two primes obtained from
p = 2p′ + 1 and q = 2q′ + 1. Especially, x0 = d, which is
calculated from d = 0 mod n′ and d = 1 mod n through the
Chinese remainder theorem. Then, we obtain the private key
Si =∑T−1

j=0 xj(i)jmod nn′ (1 ≤ i ≤ K).
2) Encryption: Each user Ui can encrypt a plaintext

M ∈ Zn with the public key Puk, through the module
exponential operation as follows:

C = EPuk(M) = (1+ n)Mrn
i mod n2

where ri is a private random number chosen by each Ui from
the multiplicative group Z∗n2 .

Assuming that there are two plaintexts of M1, M2 ∈ Zn and
a constant b ∈ Zn, the additive homomorphic property of this
encryption scheme can be described as follows:

EPuk(M1 +M2) = EPuk(M1) · EPuk(M2)

= (1+ n)M1+M2(r1r2)
nmod n2

EPuk(b ·M1) = (EPuk(M1))
b = (1+ n)bM1r1

bnmod n2

where r1, r2 ∈ Z∗n2 are the private random numbers.
3) Decryption: For decrypting the ciphertext C to obtain

the plaintext M, each user Ui first utilizes the private key Si

to encrypt C for obtaining a secret share Ci as follows:

Ci = C2�Si , where � = (K!).

Then, T shares of Ci will be combined. Finally, based on
the combination, the plaintext M could be obtained through
the Lagrange interpolation algorithm and the “extraction algo-
rithm” [18]. Similarly, we can obtain (M1 +M2) and (b ·M1)

through the decryption above.

B. Threshold Signature

For verifying users’ identities, we utilize the threshold sig-
nature [19], which is based on zero-knowledge proof [32]. The
advantages are: 1) in the verification process, the verifier can
know nothing about the signature supplier’s plaintext or pri-
vate key; 2) the public key and private keys utilized in the
signature scheme are as same as the ones used in the thresh-
old encryption [18], which can minimize the overhead of key

management; and 3) the noninteractive property can guarantee
the robustness to users’ failure in the verification procedure.

Considering a security parameter k and a message M,
we briefly review the scheme as follows. Specifically, the
scheme falls into three parts: 1) SIG.gen; 2) SIG.signature;
and 3) SIG.verify. First, with an input of security parameter
k, the key generation SIG.gen(k)→ (Puk, Si) outputs the pub-
lic key Puk and the private key Si, which are as same as the
ones generated in the threshold encryption [18]. Then, with
the input of the private key Si and the message M, the sign-
ing algorithm SIG.signature(Si, M)→SSi outputs a signature
SSi on the message M. Finally, with the input of the public
key Si, the signature SSi, and the message M, the verifying
scheme SIG.verify(Puk, SSi, M)→{0, 1} outputs a result indi-
cating whether the signature is valid. Assuming that the RSA
problem [19] is hard, this scheme can guarantee the robust-
ness and unforgeability against the adaptive-chosen-message
attack [19] in the random oracle mode.

IV. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Overview of SPDDL

For protecting each user’s private gradients from being
leaked in the DDL training process, we utilize the threshold
Pallier algorithm [18] to encrypt the gradients and achieve the
secure aggregation of these gradients. Besides, for prohibit-
ing the external adversaries from forging users’ identities, we
adopt the threshold signature [19] to construct our authentica-
tion scheme.

As shown in Fig. 3, six phases are performed in our SPDDL.
Specifically, in phase 0, TA initializes the system, generating
the public parameters, a public key, as well as private keys, and
distributing them to each entity. In phase 1, each user sends
his own signature to the cloud server [33], where the authenti-
cation could be achieved through, respectively, verifying each
user’s signature. Phases 2–5 construct our privacy-preserving
training protocol, where gradient encryption is achieved in
phase 2, ciphertext aggregation is done in phase 3, decryp-
tion is executed in phase 4, and the global weight is updated
in phase 5. To conclude, our scheme falls into three main parts:
1) initialization; 2) authentication; and 3) privacy-preserving
training, as follows.

B. Initialization

In our SPDDL, we utilize a TA for initializing the whole
system in phase 0. The main tasks contain three parts:
1) parameter generation; 2) key generation; and 3) data
distribution.

1) Parameter Generation: We assume there are totally N
users constituting the set UN . Considering the (K, T)-
threshold encryption applied in our scheme, in a training
process, K users will be randomly chosen as a subgroup
UK ∈ UN for training the DDL model, and consider-
ing instabilities of the network and users’ equipment, no
one can guarantee that all the users belonging to UK can
achieve the uploading tasks, therefore, E users will be
chosen as a subgroup UE ∈ UK , who’s gradients consti-
tute the summation of gradients. To summarize, TA will
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Fig. 3. Overview of Our SPDDL

generate K, T , and E, where K and T are two parameters
for the (K, T)-threshold encryption, and K > E > T .

2) Key Generation: In our SPDDL, authentication and
encryption can utilize the same public key and private
keys in common. The public key Puk will be set as
n = pq, where n is a large integer, and p as well as q
are two primes, while the private key Si will be, respec-
tively, generated for each user Ui ∈ UK , as depicted in
Section III-A.

3) Data Distribution: The public parameter group (K, T, E)

and the public key Puk are totally open for users and
the cloud server, which will be broadcasted to both of
them. However, the private key Si will be sent to each
user Ui ∈ UK through the secure tunnel for guaranteeing
the security of our framework.

C. Authentication

Since the key generation for the signature is achieved in
Section IV-B, we focus on how to sign the gradient message
and verify users’ identities in this section. For guaranteeing the
preciseness of our scheme, we utilize the “packing method”

proposed in [20] to represent each user Ui’s gradient message
as an integer plaintext Gi ∈ Zn needed in the threshold Paillier
encryption. Considering the Gi ∈ Zn, the whole process takes
as each user generates a signature SSi on the Gi, and the cloud
server justifies whether the signature is valid. Specifically, the
whole process can be divided into signature and verification
as follows.

1) Signature: For obtaining a signature, we first define a
hash function H to map messages to the elements of Z∗n, where
n denotes the public key Puk and Z∗n is a multiplicative group.
Then, we define another hash function H′ with the output
length of 128 b.

Then, considering Gi, we now introduce how to generate
a signature on Gi with the key pair (Puk, Si) and the public
parameter K. We first calculate hi = H(Gi), then the Ui’s
signature SSi could consist of yi = hi

2�Si ∈ Qn and a proof of
correctness, where � = (K!), and Qn is a subgroup of squares
in Z∗n. For obtaining the proof of correctness (Vi,˜Vi), each user
Ui will calculate Vi and ˜Vi as follows:

Vi = H′
(

v, ỹi, vi, y2
i , v′i, y′i

)

; ˜Vi = SiVi + Ri (1)

where Ri is a private random number chosen from
{0, . . . , 2(L(n)+2L1−1)}, L(n) is denoted as the bit length of
n, L1 = 128, v is the number for generating the cyclic group
of squares in Z∗n2 , vi = v�Si mod n2, ỹi = hi

4�, v′i = vRi , and
y′i = ỹRi .

Finally, each user will obtain a signature as SSi =
(yi, Vi, ˜Vi), which is uploaded to the cloud server for veri-
fication.

2) Verification: After receiving the SSi, the cloud server
calculates V ′i as follows:

V ′i = H′
(

v, ỹi, vi, y2
i , v

˜Vi v−Vi
i , ỹi

˜Viy−2Vi
i

)

. (2)

Following that, the cloud server will verify whether V ′i = Vi.
If yes, the signature could be valid, otherwise, it should be
invalid. Therefore, we can verify if the right Gi encrypted
with Si is indeed uploaded by the right user Ui.

D. Privacy-Preserving Training

For better understanding of how to protect users’ privacy
in the training process, we first give a brief overview of our
privacy-preserving scheme through the pseudocode depicted
in Algorithm 1.

Considering there are total N users, and each user Ui ∈ UN

holds the same local neural network along with a unique local
training data set Di. In an iteration, some users are randomly
chosen for calculating their gradients with their local training
data sets. Then, their gradients will be aggregated in the cloud
server. Following that the cloud server calculates the average
value of these gradients and updates the global weight W. In
the process, lines 7–9 are required to guarantee the privacy of
users’ gradients. Specifically, four phases will be executed for
achieving the privacy-preserving training process, including
gradient encryption, secure aggregation, decryption, and model
updating, as follows.
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Algorithm 1 Privacy-Preserving Training
Input: Public key: Puk, Private key: Si

Training Data Set: DN = {Di = (Xi, Yi), i = 1, 2...N},
Learning Rate: β,
Loss Function: LF(Di, W) = LF(Xi, Yi, W).

Output: W (Weight vector)
1: Randomly initialize W;
2: repeat
3: Randomly choose some Di as a subset Ds ∈ DN ;
4: for (each Di ∈ Ds) do
5: Compute gradient Gi ← ∇LF(Xi, Yi, W);
6: end for
7: Encrypt each Gi with Puk;
8: Aggregate all encrypted Gi;
9: Decrypt the encrypted

∑

Di∈Ds
Gi;

10: Compute ˜G← 1
|Ds|

∑

Di∈Ds
Gi;

11: Update new W← old W − β˜G;
12: until Loss function stops decreasing
13: return W.

1) Gradient Encryption: In phase 2, considering the (K, T)-
threshold encryption, K verified users constitute a subgroup
UK ∈ UN . With the public key Puk = n, each user Ui ∈ UK

will first encrypt the gradient Gi as follows:

CGi = EncPuk(Gi) = (1+ n)Gi ri
nmod n2 (3)

where n = pq, (p and q are two primes), and ri is privately
and randomly chosen from the multiplicative group Z∗n2 . Then,
after the encryption, all users in UK are asked to upload their
results of the ciphertext CGi to the cloud server.

2) Secure Aggregation: In phase 3, the cloud server ran-
domly chooses E users who have uploaded their results,
constituting a group UE, and achieving the aggregation with
each user’s CGi (Ui ∈ UE), as follows:

Cplus =
i=E
�
i=1

CGi = (1+ n)
∑i=E

i=1 Gi

(

i=E
�
i=1

ri

)n

mod n2 (4)

where K > E > T , and K and T are two parameters for the
(K, T)-threshold Paillier cryptosystem, and for simplicity, we
denote GE =∑i=E

i=1 Gi as the sum of these E users’ gradients.
Then, the acquired Cplus will be, respectively, sent to each
Ui ∈ UK .

We note that the value of (�
i=E
i=1 ri) is still a random value,

and the algorithm is based on the problem of discrete logarithm
difficulty, both of which can guarantee each user’s gradients
from being leaked.

3) Decryption: In phase 4, we achieve decryption for
obtaining the sum of the users’ gradients GE.

For decrypting the ciphertext to obtain the summation of
these gradients, each user Ui ∈ UK will first encrypt Cplus
with their own private key Si to obtain a secret share Ci

plus as
follows:

Ci
plus = C2�Si

plus (5)

where � = K!. Then, each user’s Ci
plus will be sent to the

cloud server again.

After at least T users’ Ci
plus are received by the cloud server,

T users’ Ci
plus will be randomly chosen as a set ST , and be

combined as follows:

C′plus = �
i∈ST

Ci
plus

2ϕ
ST
(0,i)mod n2

where

ϕ
ST
(0,i) = � · �

i′∈ST\i
−i′

i− i′
. (6)

Then, for obtaining the plaintext GE, the Lagrange inter-
polation algorithm is utilized to conclude that C′plus = (1 +
n)4�2GE mod n2, then we can calculate 4�2GE through the
“extraction algorithm” proposed in [18]. Finally, we obtain
the value of GE by multiplying (4�2)−1mod n.

In the procedure, if and only if at least T users’ coop-
eration can achieve the decryption for obtaining the final
sum of gradients. Therefore, in our proposed framework, the
internal participants have no possibility to obtain any useful
information except the final summation.

4) Model Updating: In phase 5, after the cloud server
obtains the sum of gradients GE, it will calculate the newest
global weight W, as follows:

new W ← old W − β · GE

E
(7)

where β denotes the learning rate.
At the end of phase 5, the cloud server will send the

newest W to each Ui ∈ UN for updating their local models.
Noteworthily, phases 2–5 will be executed iteratively until the
optimal training model is acquired.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In our model, two different types of attacks are considered.
In phase 1, we focus on how to prohibit the external adver-
saries from forging the users’ identities, and during phases
2–5, we put emphasis on protecting users’ local gradients from
being leaked to internal curious participants. In this section,
first, we will briefly discuss the correctness of the authentica-
tion. Then, we perform an analysis of how our SPDDL protects
users’ gradients during the privacy-preserving training proce-
dure, and discuss the expected security level our SPDDL can
achieve.

A. Correctness of Authentication

Considering the standard RSA signature to be a secure
scheme, the threshold signature algorithm adapted in our
SPDDL is unforgeable against the adaptive-chosen-message
attack [19], and the unidirectional hash function is secure.
We now verify the correctness of the authentication in our
SPDDL. Assuming there exist external adversaries can forge
users’ identities for compromising our SPDDL through the
adaptive-chosen-message attack. That means they can forge
the users’ signatures. However, because of the security of
the standard RSA signature scheme, the signature applied
in our SPDDL can be unforgeable against the adaptive-
chosen-message attack in the random oracle model [19]. This
contradicts our assumption, therefore, based on our authentica-
tion, no external adversary can forge users’ identities, and the
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correctness is proved. Additionally, based on the hash func-
tion unidirectionality and the difficult problem of the discrete
logarithm, it can be easily proven that the cloud server cannot
deduce each user’s private key or gradients.

B. Security of Privacy-Preserving Training

In our settings, we consider users and the cloud server to
be honest-but-curious [34], and we assume that only at most
(T − 1) users are allowed to collude with the cloud server.

In our proposed protocol of privacy-preserving training, all
exchanges are achieved between users and the cloud server,
therefore, the main security threats come from these two
internal entities, and our goal is to protect each user’s local
gradients from being deduced by other users or the cloud
server.

Considering the (K,T)-threshold Paillier encryption [18]
applied in our framework is secure via the security of the
decisional composite residuosity assumption (DCRA) [35]
proposed by Paillier, we can demonstrate that our proposed
protocol can protect each user’s gradients from being leaked,
even if any other (T−1) users are allowed to collude with the
cloud server for obtaining the most offensive capabilities. We
first start with intuitive analysis of our proposed protocol, as
follows.

The main idea of the protocol is to utilize the (K, T)-
threshold Paillier encryption for achieving the secure aggrega-
tion [36] of users’ gradients. As mentioned in Section IV-D,
before the secure aggregation, each user’s Gi will be encrypted
as CGi = EncPuk(Gi) = (1+ n)Gi ri

nmod n2. After being
sent to the cloud server, it may try to deduce Gi, however,
based on the (K, T)-threshold Paillier scheme applied in our
SPDDL cryptosystem, the cloud server cannot infer any use-
ful information of Gi, unless it can collude with other T
users. Additionally, the aggregation will be achieved under
the ciphertext mode. Therefore, under our settings, our pro-
tocol can be secure against the curious cloud server, and the
only plaintext acquired by the cloud server is the summation
result of users’ gradients. Our protocol has the same security
against curious users. According to our protocol, there is no
direct exchange among users, so that if and only if at least T
curious users simultaneously colluding with the cloud server
can infer other users’ gradients.

Then, considering K and T are two parameters for the (K,T)-
threshold Paillier cryptosystem, each user Ui holds the gradient
Gi, E users constitute a group UE ∈ UK , and UE’s gradients
constitute the aggregation value GE, we formally introduce our
theorem and proof as follows.

Theorem 1: Suppose K > E > T ≥ 2. Assuming users and
the cloud server are honest-but-curious, and at most (T − 1)
users are allowed to collude with the cloud server. After the
execution of our privacy-preserving training protocol, each
user Ui’s (Ui ∈ UE) gradient Gi will not be leaked to the
cloud server or other users.

Proof: Supposing there exists an attack algorithm, where
the cloud server holds the most offensive ability to collude
with at most (T − 1) users belonging to UE, and during the
training procedure, as the plaintexts input of this algorithm,

(Puk, K, T, E) can be known by the cloud server. Then, based
on our assumption, Ui’s gradient value Gi could be disclosed
to other curious users or the cloud server by calculating with
these input values. However, each user’s Gi will be encrypted
as a ciphertext, and based on the (K,T)-threshold Paillier cryp-
tosystem, if and only if at least T users’ secret shares can
decrypt the ciphertext for obtaining Gi. This is a contradiction.
Therefore, there is no such attack algorithm.

We give an intuitive example as follows. In our settings,
there are at least two honest users U1, U2 ∈ UE, who can
give two different gradients of G1 and G2. Supposing there
exists an attack algorithm, where the cloud server can deduce
U1’s gradient G1 through calculating with these inputs of
(Puk, K, T, E). For verifying if the cloud server can deduce the
U1’s gradient value G1, we first exchange the observed values
of G1 and G2. Specifically, after the exchange, U1 will hold
the gradient value of G2, and U2 will hold the gradient value
of G1. Then, we run the training procedure again. According
to our scheme, after the execution, there is no change of these
inputs recognized by the cloud server. That means, there is no
change in the input values of the attack algorithm. Therefore,
via this algorithm, the cloud server would still recognize U1’s
gradient value as G1. However, now U1’s gradient value has
been changed from G1 to G2. Obviously, this is contradic-
tory to our assumption. Thereby, there will not exist such an
attack algorithm and users’ gradients will not be inferred by
the cloud server in our framework. Similarly, we can use the
same method above to prove that each user’s gradient cannot
be deduced by other users.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this part, we first give an introduction to our experi-
ment settings, then we evaluate the performance for each user
and the cloud server, focusing on the overheads of computa-
tion and communication. Next, some state-of-the-art works are
compared with our proposed SPDDL, in terms of functionality,
resource overhead, and accuracy.

A. Experimental Setting

To build “the cloud server,” we utilize a server loaded with
Ubuntu 18.04 operating system, and the hardware is configured
as “RAM: 16 GB, SSD: 256, CPU: 2.10 GHz.” Additionally,
our SPDDL is evaluated on the MNIST database and simu-
lated in Java 1.7.0. Moreover, we utilize (K; �K/2�)-threshold
Paillier cryptosystem in the experiment, and the key size is
set as 512 b. Furthermore, for comparison, we setup an equal
experiment environment for the PPML [12] and DPDL [22],
where we adopt the same neural network and data sets utilized
in our SPDDL.

B. Performance Analysis for Single user

In our experiment, there are three significant factors, includ-
ing the number of chosen users |U| = E = 3K/4, number of
gradients per user |G| = l, and drop rate |R|. Based on the
different values of these three factors, we will evaluate the
performance of one single user from both computation and
communication overhead. In the procedure, we will fix two
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Computation overhead of each user. (a) |G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1 changing with different numbers of users. (b) |U| = 100, |R| = 0.1 changing with
different numbers of gradients per user. (c) |U| = 100, |G| = 1000 keeping constant with different drop rates.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Communication overhead of each user. (a) |G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1 keeping constant with different numbers of users. (b) |U| = 100, |R| = 0.1 changing
with different numbers of gradients per user. (c) |U| = 100, |G| = 1000 keeping constant with different drop rates.

factors of them, and analyze the performance changing with
another factor.

1) Computation Overhead O(E·l): Each user’s computation
overhead falls into three parts: 1) generating the signature,
which takes O(E · l) time; 2) encrypting the local gradients
with the public key, which takes O(l) time; and 3) encrypting
the ciphertext with the private key for decryption, which takes
O(E · l) time.

As depicted in Fig. 4(a), as the number of users increases,
the computation overhead of each user increases linearly.
It is because in the processes of signature generation and
decryption, the parameter � = K! = (4E/3)! will be
used for achieving the exponential operation, specifically,
vi = v�Si mod n2, ỹi = h4�

i , and v′i = vRi for authentication
and Ci

plus = C2�Si
plus for decryption.

As described in Fig. 4(b), as the number of gradients
per user increases, the computation overhead of each user
increases linearly. The reason is that in the process of
encryption, each user’s gradient Gi will be utilized for expo-
nential operation, to be specific, CGi = EncPuk(Gi) =
(1+ n)Gi ri

nmod n2. Meanwhile, each user holds l gradients so
that the number of operations will depend on the size of l. That
means the more gradients of each user, the more exponential
operations will be executed.

As shown in Fig. 4(c), although the drop rate increases, the
computation overhead per user keeps constant. The increasing
drop rate will change the number of existing users as well as
the number of existing users, however, the calculation for each

user has no relation with either of them, but with the number of
users (E). Therefore, the computation overhead keeps constant.

2) Communication Overhead O(l): Each user’s commu-
nication overhead can be broken up as: 1) sending the
signature and receiving the result of verification, which takes
O(l); 2) sending l encrypted gradients (CGi) and receiv-
ing encrypted aggregation, which takes O(l); and 3) sending
l encrypted ciphertext of aggregation (Ci

plus) and receiving
updated weights, which takes O(l).

As depicted in Fig. 5, the communication overhead keeps
constant when the number of users (E) and the drop rate
increase. But the increasing number of gradients per user will
cause the linear increase of the communication overhead. The
reason is that all the sizes of messages sent or received by each
user are fixed, the communication overhead is affected by the
number of each user’s gradients. Furthermore, we note that
the message received from the cloud server could just slightly
affect the overhead. Therefore, the larger number of gradients
per user, the more data should be sent, which consumes more
communication overhead.

C. Performance Analysis for the Cloud Server

1) Computation Overhead O(E·l): The cloud server’s com-
putation overhead consists of: 1) achieving the aggregation of
the gradients under a secure model, which takes O(E · l) and
2) achieving the decryption for obtaining the final summa-
tion of the gradients, which takes O(E). Additionally, we note
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Computation overhead of the cloud server. (a) |G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1 increasing linearly with the increasing number of users. (b) |U| = 100, |R| = 0.1
increasing linearly with the increasing number of gradients per user. (c) |U| = 100, |G| = 1000 decreasing linearly with the increasing drop rate.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. Communication overhead of the cloud server. (a) |G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1 increasing linearly with the increasing number of users. (b) |U| = 100,
|R| = 0.1 increasing linearly with the increasing number of gradients per user. (c) |U| = 100, |G| = 1000 decreasing linearly with the increasing drop rate.

that verifying users’ identities with gradients can only slightly
increase the computation overhead.

As depicted in Fig. 6(a), as the number of users
increases, the server’s computation overhead increases linearly,
because the more users, the more gradients should be aggre-
gated in the cloud server. Another reason is that � = K!
will act as the exponent for the exponential operation in the
procedure of decryption.

As described in Fig. 6(b), as the number of each user’s gra-
dients increases, the server’s computation overhead increases
linearly. Similarly, the more gradients per user, the more
gradients should be aggregated in the cloud server.

As shown in Fig. 6(c), the server’s computation overhead
decreases linearly with the increasing drop rate. Because the
larger the drop rate, the less existing users, which will cause
less gradients being aggregated by the cloud server in the
process of aggregation.

2) Communication Overhead O(E · l): The cloud server’s
computation overhead consists of: 1) receiving the proof of
correctness from E users and sending the result of verification
to all of them, which takes O(E · l); 2) receiving encrypted
gradients (CGi ) from at least K/2 users and sending encrypted
aggregation to E users, which takes O(E · l); and 3) receiv-
ing encrypted ciphertext of aggregation (Ci

plus) and sending
updated weights, which takes O(E · l)).

As depicted in Fig. 7(a), as the number of users increases,
the communication overhead increases linearly, because the
more users, the more messages should be sent and received
by the cloud server.

As described in Fig. 7(b), the communication overhead
increases linearly, as the number of gradients per user
increases. Similarly, it is because of that the more gradients
per users, the more messages should be sent and received by
the cloud server.

As shown in Fig. 7(c), the communication overhead
decreases linearly with the increasing drop rate. Because the
larger the drop rate, the less existing users, which will cause
less messages being sent from the cloud server, and the less
messages being received by the cloud server.

D. Comparison Between SPDDL and Others

For comprehensively evaluating our scheme, we first com-
pare our SPDDL with several related works in terms of
functionality, then we compare SPDDL with PPML [12],
focusing on resource overhead, and finally, we compare the
accuracy between SPDDL and DPDL [22].

1) Functionality: For evaluating the functionality, we com-
pare our SPDDL with the state-of-the-art works of DPDL [22],
LDPRLM [23], privacy-preserving deep learning (PPDL) [20],
PDLM [21], PPML [12], and SecureML [37], whose main
works are similar to ours.

As shown in Table I, all of the schemes above have the
capability of protecting users’ data privacy. For these two
methods via DP: 1) DPDL [22] and 2) LDPRLM [23], they
can supply with high efficiency and support multiple func-
tionalities, however, they must balance accuracy and privacy
because of the intrinsic property (adding noise for protecting
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONALITY

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Computation overhead comparison between SPDDL and PPML,
|G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1, changing with the number of users. (a) Per user. (b)
Cloud server.

privacy) of DP technology, which constrains them within lim-
ited security, while our proposed SPDDL, utilizing encryption
for privacy protection, will not consider this balance, which
makes our scheme more secure than DPDL and LDPRLM.
For PPDL [20] and PDLM [21], which are based on HE, users
hold the same secret key, which makes it vulnerable if multiple
users collude with the cloud server. Additionally, PPDL and
PDLM cannot run smoothly, if the user fails during the execu-
tion. SMC-based methods of PPML [12] and SecureML [37]
can support more functionalities. Nevertheless, since PPML is
primarily exploited for privacy protection, how to verify users’
identities is not considered in their method. Additionally,
SecureML needs two noncolluding servers, which cannot be
secure against the collusion between these two servers.

Compared with these schemes, our proposed SPDDL can
achieve authentication for verifying users’ identities while
guaranteeing each user’s data privacy. Besides, as same as
PPML, the SPDDL has the robustness to users dropping out
and keeps secure against the collusion attack.

2) Resource Overhead: For evaluating the computation
and communication overhead, the SMC-based PPML [12] is
compared with our SPDDL.

As depicted in Fig. 8, the computation cost of our SPDDL
increases linearly with the number of users, however, the curve
of PPML [12] shows the feature of the quadratic function.
According to the analysis in PPML, PPML’s computation cost
takes O(l2+E·l) for each user and O(E·l2) for the cloud server,
while SPDDL obtains the corresponding results of O(E · l)
and O(E · l). That is why our SPDDL takes lower computa-
tion overhead, when the number of users reaches near 1000.
Obviously, that makes our SPDDL more suitable for the fog
IoT constituted by thousands of fog nodes.

As depicted in Fig. 9, we intuitively found that PPML
will cost more communication overhead than SPDDL, both
for users and the cloud server. To be specific, in PPML, the

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Communication overhead comparison between SPDDL and PPML,
|G| = 1000, |R| = 0.1, changing with the number of users. (a) Per user. (b)
Cloud server.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Accuracy comparison between SPDDL and DPDL. (a) Training
accuracy (ε = 2). (b) Testing accuracy (ε = 2).

more number of users, the faster the communication overhead
increases. The root reason is that for achieving the privacy-
preserving DL training process, PPML will run much more
rounds to exchange keys and encrypted secret shares among
users, and many more messages should be transmitted by the
cloud server and users.

3) Accuracy: For further analysis of the performance of our
SPDDL, we compare the accuracy between our SPDDL and
DPDL [22], which is based on DP.

According to the analysis in [10], for guaranteeing the secu-
rity of DPDL [22] as much as possible, we fix ε = 2 for the
(ε,δ)-DP [22], which requires a medium perturbation noise. In
spite of this, in Fig. 10, the experiment results show that the
accuracy of DPDL is much lower than our SPDDL. That is
because adding perturbation noise will reduce the accuracy of
the deep learning model while our scheme keeps the accuracy
as same as the original deep learning model without losing
privacy.

VII. RELATED WORK

For addressing privacy issues of DDL, some approaches
have been proposed, mainly based on DP, SMC, and HE.

A. Differential Privacy-Based Methods

Shokri and Shmatikov [38] proposed the first privacy-
preserving DDL model. The main idea is to add noise into
gradients uploaded to the cloud server. Similar to Shokri and
Shmatikov’s scheme [38], Abadi et al. [22] proposed a DPDL,
which can protect the private information even if the stronger
adversary can obtain the training mechanism and access to
the parameters of the training model. In their scheme, they
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exploit the moment accountant for tracking the cumulative pri-
vacy loss, which can be utilized for estimating the accumulated
privacy loss.

However, there are privacy threats [39], [40] existed in
both of their proposed methodologies [22], [38]. Shokri and
Shmatikov’s scheme [38] have been proven that a little gradi-
ent leakage could leak the user’s local original data [20] even
if the local gradients uploaded by users can be obfuscated via
DP. Besides, their schemes [22], [38] are vulnerable if adver-
saries are allowed to train a generative adversarial network
(GAN) [39] to attack the protocol. Additionally, because of
excessive injected noise, the learning procedure might be
significantly hampered for making high utility.

For supplying better security as well as feasibility, many
researches [23]–[25], [41], [42] focus on improving the tra-
ditional DP for adjusting to the DDL. However, through
extensive practical experiments, Jayaraman and Evans [10]
demonstrated that current DP-based DDL methods can rarely
offer an acceptable tradeoff between privacy and accuracy.

B. Secure Multiparty Computation-Based Methods

Generic SMC-based methods are mainly based on Yao’s
GC [14], [43]–[46] and SS [47], [48]. GC-based methods are
suitable for two- or three-party SMC. SS-based frameworks
can adjust to multiple users, but the communication overhead
is unacceptable for practical applications.

For providing an efficient secure learning model,
Mohassel and Zhang [37] proposed a privacy-preserving
machine learning, where they exploit two noncolluding
servers to achieve secure two-party computation (2PC). In
their method, oblivious transfer, GC, and SS are combined
to construct their 2PC framework. Compared with previous
works, their method can supply more efficiency and effec-
tiveness. However, their method is not scalable for more
parties.

Additionally, addressed on the weakness of generic SMC
protocols, Bonawitz et al. [12] presented an approach of prac-
tical secure aggregation via SMC. The main concept of their
scheme is to utilize the SS and masking method to construct
the basis of SMC while achieving the aggregation of gradients
in a secure setting. Nevertheless, their scheme must consume
many rounds to exchange keys and encrypted secret shares
among users, which will cause much more communication
overhead.

Hence, for these SMC-based solutions, there still needs
much improvement in efficiency and functionality.

C. Homomorphic Encryption-Based Methods

Currently, FHE-based methods [49], [50] cannot be imple-
mented in practical applications due to the unbearable resource
overhead. Based on additive HE (AHE), Phong et al. [20]
proposed an approach of PPDL via the asynchronous stochas-
tic gradient. They utilize the AHE for encrypting the gradients
and achieving the secure aggregation, additionally, the cloud
server is considered as honest-but-curious, and the users are
completely honest. However, in the practical environment,
curious users may collude with the cloud server for inferring

other users’ private information, which makes it vulnerable for
their proposed scheme, where users hold the same secret key.
Furthermore, their scheme has no robustness for users’ failure.

For obtaining a more efficient PPDL, Ma et al. [21]
designed a PPDL model on the cloud with multiple keys
(PDLM) based on the public-key cryptosystem with distributed
two trapdoors (DT-PKC) [7], which is constructed by the orig-
inal Paillier HE [35] and Bresson et al.’s cryptosystem [51]. In
their method, two noncolluding entities of the service provider
(SP) and cloud platform (CP) are asked to jointly achieve the
secure training process. However, in the real-world setting, no
one can ensure the impossibility of the collusion between the
two servers, regardless of whether they are from the same oper-
ator. Besides, their scheme is incapable of keeping robustness
to users exiting in the training process.

As discussed above, these state-of-the-art works suffer from
either low security or low efficiency or weak functionality.
Besides, all of them have no consideration of the user’s iden-
tity authenticity. For improving current works, our SPDDL
utilizes the threshold encryption to protect users’ privacy,
which can better protect data confidentiality than DP-based
and AHE-based approaches, and supply with higher accuracy
than DP-based methods. Similar to SMC-based approaches,
our scheme can defend against the collusion between the cloud
server and multiple users, and be robust to users dropping
out in the training process. Noteworthily, our scheme takes
less communication and computation due to fewer rounds of
exchange and the optimal encryption scheme. These properties
allow our SPDDL to perform with a better tradeoff between
security, efficiency, and functionality. In addition, a conducted
authentication scheme makes our SPDDL more secure.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed an SPDDL for fog-cloud
computing. We have conducted a privacy-preserving DDL
framework to protect users’ privacy, and an authentication
scheme to prohibit external adversaries from forging users’
identities. We claimed that our SPDDL is robust to users’
dropping out in the training procedure, and has a preferable
balance between efficiency, security, and functionality.
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